Brain function, creativity, paranormal ideation and risk for psychosis

Results:

Compared to healthy controls, men with recent onset psychosis (ROP) have reduced anterior N100 amplitude, enhanced left temporal and frontal N200 amplitude and reduced left temporal and posterior P300 amplitude. Insight/judgement (IJ), rapport and depression are negatively associated with N200 amplitude implicating executive mechanisms. Reduced N200 amplitude in higher-depression ROP contrasts enhanced N200 in major depression, suggesting aetiological differences for depression between diagnoses. However, lower right anterior N200 in high-depression ROP is consistent with subclinical depression in healthy men. The relationship between right anterior N200 and depression in ROP did not persist after controlling for IJ. Thus, a contribution of intact IJ to depression in ROP is supported.

Psychomotor poverty is associated with reduced N100 amplitude. Lower left P300 is associated with total psychopathology. Various mechanisms found abnormal in ROP are also implicated in paranormal ideation (PI) including enhanced anterior N200 and reduced left- and anterior- P300 amplitude. However, in contrast to ROP, high-PI is associated with enhanced N100 amplitude which may represent a compensatory mechanism protecting against the onset of psychosis. On the other hand, paranoia/suspiciousness (PS) is associated with reduced anterior N100 and enhanced N200 in healthy men, but not women, supporting an association between PS and mechanisms implicated in negative symptoms. Results suggest the existence of a continuum of psychosis which is further supported by observed sex differences in the ERP-personality relationship reflective of those previously reported in schizophrenia. PI and PS may represent distinct risk factors for psychosis.
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